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The T12i is a newly developed installation speaker inspired by our alltime-favorite T24N. It has nearly the same acoustical values as T24i but
in an elegant and even more compact enclosure that has exactly half
of the size of a T24i.
A custom-made 12″ neodymium woofer and the coaxial horn in horn
construction ensure an outstanding dynamic, 137 dB top acoustic
pressure and a full range capability from 65 Hz to 18 kHz. The 1.4″
compression driver with its 3″ titanium membrane reproduces precise,
mid-highs with a minimum of distortion.
The T12i is available with a 60° × 40° or 90° × 50° horn, both rotatable,
for a maximum of versatility.
Most importantly, the T12i is truly multi-functional, ensuring excellent
audio quality for both speech or music in every environment. It can be
deployed either as a single enclosure, in clusters with additional T12i or
mixed clusters of T12i and T24i.

Key Features
>>

Coaxial 12″ / 1.4″ horn in horn construction.

>>

137 dB SPLmax.

>>

Special installation enclosure for elegant clusters of T12i and T24i.

>>

Also available as low-mid extender without HF unit.

>>

60° × 40° or 90° × 50° rotatable HF-horn version available.

>>

Equipped with i-Series screw terminal; speakON™ and cable gland optional.

>>

Coherent phase response with all TW AUDiO subwoofers.

>>

Operation with dedicated TW AUDiO presets on Lab.gruppen or Powersoft amplifiers.

Applications
>>

Stadiums and arenas

>>

Clubs and nightlife venues

>>

Churches, houses of worship, religious places

>>

Theatres and cultural places

>>

Bars and restaurants
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Technical Data
1 × 12″ LF | 1 × 1.4″ HF

Drivers
Frequency range

65 - 18000 Hz

Power capacity program / peak

700 / 1400 W

Impedance

8Ω

Coverage

60° × 40° or 90° × 50° HF-horn, rotatable

Sensitivity 1 W / 1 m

107 dB

SPL max / 1 m

137 dB

Connection

screw terminal IN± | LINK±

Optional connections

speakON™ NL4 | cable gland

Dimensions (H x W x D)

440 × 440 × 490 mm | 17.3 × 17.3 × 19.3 in

Weight

21 kg | 46 lbs

Finish

Warnex texture paint (RAL colors optional),
polyurea coating (black) optional

Options

LF phase plug, HornT12i-90
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T12i
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 60° × 40° HORN

Frequency response 60° × 40°

Diagrams
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isobar diagram vertical

T12i
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 90° × 50° HORN

Frequency response 90° × 50°

Diagrams
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